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Sharing Stories Unit 5 – Once Upon a Storm
A key learning goal in Unit 1 in OCR 2000 is to “allow students to reflect on why we listen to stories, why
we tell stories, and the benefits of reading stories on our own.” The writing piece for this unit consists of
students writing a sequel to a storybook.  In the Into English unit “Once Upon a Storm”, the students read a
folktale called The Little Ant and participate in a dramatic retelling of the story.  In the Language Through
Content section, they participate in activities such as “Tell a Cloud Story”, “Research Story Leads”, and
“Tell a Family Story.”  They also go through the Writing Process, writing an original story in a lesson
called “Family Weather Stories.”

Kindness Unit 4 – From Field to Table
Unit 2 in OCR 2000 “supports children’s growing knowledge of kindness by reflecting on the power
kindness has to change the lives of both those who receive it and those who give it.” In the Grammar,
Usage, and Mechanics section the skills covered include Types of Sentences and Irregular Past Tense.
These skills are also taught in the Into English unit “From Field to Table.”

Look Again Unit 1 – Wild! Woolly! Wonderful!

In Unit 3 in OCR 2000, students learn about animal camouflage, as well as learn about expository text and
the inquiry process. Students select an animal, and write an expository piece on how the animal uses
camouflage.  In the Into English unit “Wild! Woolly! Wonderful!” the students learn vocabulary related to
animals and their habitats, research and write about animals, and produce an animal “filmstrip.”

Fossils Unit 2 – Hands On the World
In Unit 4, students continue to learn about expository text as they study fossils (including many tools used
by paleontologists), and they learn how “to read and write the way scientists or science writers do.”  In the
Into English unit “Hands On the World” students learn about different tools, read an expository piece called
Tools, and also conduct research identifying, graphing, and discussing tools.

Courage Unit 6 – Ship to Shore
A key goal in Unit 5 is to broaden “students notion of what counts as an act of courage.”  In the Blue
section, skills taught include Plurals, Contractions, and Letters: Form and Punctuation. These skills are also
taught in the Into English unit “Ship to Shore.”  Note that writing a friendly letter is a key California
Content Standard for grade 2.

Our Country and Its People Unit 3 – Let’s Celebrate!
Unit 6 is designed to “make the immigrant experience concrete and vivid for all students and to celebrate
both the diversity and the unity to which it has given rise.” In the Into English unit “Let’s Celebrate!”
students study cultural heritage and traditions.


